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Although educators have been awjare of the fact that there are many 

different kinds of learning, and that different educational methods are 

needed to effect different outcomes, little attention hart been paid to' 

the interrelationships between the different types of outcomes and the 

'.implications these relationships have for curriculum and Instructional 

design. For example, Bloom's .taxonomy (1956) is a categorization system 

for relating objectives in the "cognitive domain" based on the concept 

ual foundation "complexity" of the skills. However, the cognitive. 

skills are not related to other domains. Likewise, Gagne '(1970) addresses

the relationships of cognitive learning types based on the conditions of 

learning necessary to attain them, but this system also deals only with 

the one domain. Another taxonomy, Karthwohl's (1964) taxonomy of the 

affective domain, deals only with the relationships among objectives 

Within that domain. What is lacking, it seems, is a set of guidelines 

for representing the relationships among objectives from different 

domains. 

Gagne and Briggs (1974)' described five domains of educational out 

comes, viz.,, cognitive strategies, intellectual skills, verbal Information, 

attitudes' and motor skills. Their categorization of educational outcomes 

is an extension of previous thinking in the field in that the. "cognitive 

domain * has been expanded into .three categories; intellectual, skills, 

cognitive strategies, and verbal information. The other two domains, 

motor skills and attitudes,' essentially parallel what -was previously 

called the psychomotor 'and affective domains. This paper will attempt 



to look at the functional relationships among objectives from  these five 

domains of learning. 

The curriculum for moat courses contains objectives from more than

one.domain. Even though they may be unstated, affective objectives 

accompany most planned cognitive goals. However; when specifying the

goals or objectives for a course we often focus only on the cognitive

goals, and without consciously considering the affective objectives, it 

is possible instructional decisions may be very effective' for the 

cognitive purpose, but Ineffective for the affective purpose. This 

'could also be true for the motor skills and affective- or the motor 

skills and cognitive domains. It is probably accurate to say that 

developers and curriculum designers have not optimized research related 

to learning in designing well sequenced, appropriately delivered instruction 

to achieve the multiple objectives existing in most courses. 

Instructional Curriculum Mapping (ICM) is a set of guidelines for 

'diagraming the interrelationships among objectives from different 

domains. These guidelines are' derived from an analysis of the functions 

component objectives serve in the'learning process. Diagramming these 

relationships provides a visual analytic tool for instructional sequencing,

and makes evident the need for instructional strategy decisions based 

upon.the functions being' served by the performance objectives. 

An understanding of what ICM hopes to  accomplish is best illustrated

by analyzing an attitudlnal objective a teacher has for a course. The 

course is about "teaching methods" and a desired attitudlnal outcome is:

"The prospective teachers will choose to use the 
criterion-referenced model (CRM) .in evaluating their 

students." 

The above objective can be observdd; i.e., one could follow students

into the classroom after graduation and determine whether or not they 



were indeed using CRM evaluation. 

The question ia, what, other behaviors are necessary (or will have 

to be developed or  changed) for a student to leave with a positive 

attitude toward CRM? There are probably a number of things. First, one 

would expect the student would have to have some facility in applying 

CRM techniques (basically intellectual skills "objectives). Second, the 

student would need some Information as to the value of CRM (or would 

have to come to value its application). It is possible that the teacher

could create in the student, a positive attitude toward CRM before- teaching

him to apply the model. Some of the recognized techniques of attitudes 

change include the use of verbal report (Hovland* 11)53), hence verbal

information objectives may facilitate the achievement of the intellectual 

and affective objectives. In fact, it is 'probably true that if we can 

develop in the student a positive disposition toward CRM he will take 

less time to master the intellectual skills necessary to apply the 

model. 

Figure One represents an ICM for a unit on Student Evaluation and 

Grading in -a course on "college teaching." 

The attitudinal objective previously mentioned is represented in 

the upper right hand corner of the ICM and is identified by the verb 

"choose." Gagne and Briggs (1974) generated a set of nine verbs 

.representing the behaviors to be exhibited in each of the five domains 

and their subdivisions. The use of these "standard verbs" make.the ICM 

more easily understood since each type of learning can be easily identified. 
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FIGURE 1.

The verbs used by Gagne and Briggs are: 

Verb 

Attitudinal Domain chooses 
Motor Skill Domain executes
Cognitive Strategy Domain  originates 

Verbal Information .Domain   states 
.Intellectual Skills Domain 

1) problem solving 
,2) rule using
3) defined concept 
4) concrete concept 
5) discrimination

generates 
demonstrates, 
categorized 
identifies 
discriminates 

Gagne and Briggs, p.85 



The objectives in'the ICHa shbwn in this paper employ these verbs. 

One can see from Figure One that the attitudinal objective has

connected below it .two verbal information objectives. —The assumption is''

that If students are asked to perform these two behaviors they will be 

more likely to have a positive disposition toward .CRM than if they were

not. 

-The value of the ICM to the course developer in this case derives 

from the realization that achievement of the'attitudinal objective is to 

be effected through the achievement of some verbal information objectives

requiring different learning strategies than, say, concept learning

tasks. 

Within the intellectual skills domain, .the objectives take on the' 

true hierarchical relationship. The lower level skills, such as concept

learning, lead into rule using skills, which lead'into problem solving

skills. The ICM is not', however, a true intellectual skills hierarchy. 

Rather, the ICM is a graphic representation of the performance objectives

of each domain and their relationships both' hierarchical and functional 

to each other for a defined instructional "unit."

Most courses include a number.of sequential instructional units and 

many times th*e attitudes elicited in one unit form the rationale and 

.foundation for a following unit. This can be seen in the ICM depicted 

in Figure 2. The attitudes developed in Unit One, namely a positive 

attitude toward specifying educational outcomes and using CRM, provides 

the rationale 'for beginning a unit on •ifflPr°Vin8 the quality of instruction 

through using the most effective methods. 

Again, the ICM in .Figure 2 shows an attitudinal  objective at the 

top right hand corner. In this particular -case where the attitude is to 

be effectedf through the achievement pf intellectual skills certain 

conditions of learning are needed to accomplish the desired attitude. 

https://number.of


Knowledge about alternative aedia'.will be gained through the accom 

plishment of the intellectual skills objectives, but this may not be 

enough to change a student's attitude toward using these media. Here 

the ICM can become the basis for an instructional strategy decision that 

night otherwise have been overlooked; namely, to expose the students jto 

as many different media (appropriate for certain types of learning) as 

possible, and to make this exposure as rewarding as possible, 'ibis 

decision will affect media selection throughout the course, even though

theoretically, for the objectives in the intellectual skills domain a 

single medium (.text) might have proven sufficient. 

Kadla and Mathoda 
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Unit Three (Figure 3), of the course being used to illustrate ICM

contains two examples of motor skills, Viz., the execution of two formal 

instructional presentations. The first is presenting a "traditional 

lecture" with emphasis on voice control, body gestures, pace, etc., and 

the second is-a presentation with an emphasis'on the Intellectual skill 

of asking "leading questions." Since both these skills depend upon

behaviors .from other'domains, it's necessary to understand which parts of 

the task are intellectual skills (in order 'to properly evaluate their 

attainment) and which represent a "motor performance"—the delivery of 

the presentation. ICM helps the curriculum planner to see where performance 

oust be divided into "knowing," and "doing" components. Hende, the 

course must now consider another 'condition of learning associated with 

motor skills, practise with verbal/visual feedback. In this case, the 

strategy of microteaching seems to best fit the situation. 

SWBAT axacutu both • atralght l«c- Th* BtttdcDt will chob«t to «ol- 
tur* and • "l*ctur*/dlaeuaaloo," Icit fc*tfbtck fro* pt«t* or 
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SVHT gtnarit* aa objactlv* capabla SVUT |an«ratt an objactlva eapablo 
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'.n* praamtatlon. •^olry type leaaon. 

SV»AI alata tho apaoch coaponenta of SUBAT atat* tha dKfaranco b«tv«oc 
aa oral pfoaantatlon by lifting, and rtcttatlon and Inquiry cypa 
vrlt}r| a brlaf dotcrlptlon o( tach. c.u«*tlona. 
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FIGURE 3.



Figure 4 completes .the ICM f or the course .being used to demonstrate 

ICM. 

One can see $hat the accomplishment of the affective objective of 

shouldbe facilitated by the accomplishment of the affective 

objective for Unit 2. Likewise, the intellectual skills objective 

should be facilitated by mastery of earlier skills,objectives.
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FIGURE 4. 
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DEVELOPING THE ICM

The ICM's represented in this, paper were designed in stages beginning 

with the specification of the major intellectual skills, attitijdinal 

objectives and/or motor skills, to be accomplished in each unit. These 

objectives are represented below. Note the use of the standard'verbs 

(Gagne and Briggs, p. 85). 

Unit One - Student -Evaluation 
Intellectual Skills - The student will be able to (SWBAT) A generate- an evaluation program based on the Criterion 

Referenced Testing model. 
Attitudes - Students will choose to evaluate their students' 

classroom performance using the CRM where appropriate. 

Unit Two - Media and Methods 
Intellectual Skills - SWBAT generate hypothesis about task, 

learner, and media interactions with regard to the selec 
tion of effective 'and efficient delivery systems. 

Attitudes - The student will choose* to use effective modes of 
Instruction for the accomplishment of stated Instructional 
objectives; I.e., an effective environment.' 

Unit Three - Teaching Skills 
Intellectual Skills - SWBAT generate an organized lecture type 

presentation. 

SWBAT generate inquiry type questions spontaneously during 
a discussion type presentation.' 

Attitudes - The student will choose to solicit and use student 
and peer feedback for the purpose of Improving "teaching 
skills." 

Psychomotor - The student will execute both a straight lecture 
and a lecture/discussion presentation according to previously 
stated criteria. 

Unit' Four - Classroom Management 
Intellectual Skills - Given a course definition, and hypothetical 

student population the SWBAT generate and'support hypotheses 
about the effectiveness of various  classroom' management 
systems. 

'Attitudes -'Given a course.to teach, and a defined student aud 
ience, the prospective teacher chooses to select a classroom 
management system based on theoretical considerations as 
to Its, probable effectiveness; appropriateness for. the learner 
and the task within the environment. 

https://course.to


These objectivesare then placed at the top of the ICM, as they are

represents tive'-o'f the cumulative learning from thatparticular unit".." 

The relationships among units can nowbe diagrammed (Figure 5). One can

decide dLf they are sequential aiid cumulative or if they may be taught in 

any order.- It is interesting to note that even if the intellectual 

skills objectives appear to be independent of each other, the attitudinal

objectives may not .be. In other* 
 

words, the possession of a particular 

attitude or* disposition toward an idea, concept, intellectual .skill,

etc., may be seen to facilitate the acquisition and possible,retention  

of that knowledge,, skill, motor behavior or other learned capability.

Aftet the intetrelationships among the major unit objectives have

been.established.lt is possible to describe subordinate "enabling"

objectives. These are behavioral objectives (learned capabilities). 

the student will acquire in order to perform the major unit objectives. To 

tr Coil 

Craduttcs will be ible Co pita, deilgn 
•nd exefut* criterion ref«t«nc«d instruc 
tion b*««d on p«>chologtc«l prlnciplts 
of turning «nd Inching. 

8tud«nt E»«la«tton Media «nd M«thod« Teaching Skill* Classroom Management

Th» ttodent will be able to The student will be able The student will be The atudent will be able 
gmerate an evaluation pro to .generate hypotheses able to execute a to generate an lnstructlonal 
gram baaad on the criterion about taak, learner, and lecture and a dis management system that
referenced model. •edia Interactions with cussion session ac would facilitate the attain 

'regard to the selection cording to prestated ment of the instructional
Hw etudent will chooae to of effective end effic standards. objectives. 
use erlterlon referenced ient-delivery systems.
method of evaluating ato-' The student vill^ The student will choose to- 
dente. The student will choose cuoose to Improve design or select a manage-

16 laproye instruction his teaching skills. •ent. system that is appro 
through the use of ef priate for the learner and 
fective and efficient* the instructional task.
delivery systems.

Figure 5.
Couri* Co«l and toljttd Unit ObjcctivM 
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facilitate Interpretation and development of tba ICN some diagrammatic

.conventions have been adopted: 

1. When different^ domain* intersect a symbol designates tha 

change: 

'a) V-^>- is oaa4 Jfco "how a verbal Information input

b) -*(A)- ahova aa attitude input 

c) 7-M- «°tor skills input

d)— — 'intellectual akilla input 

2. ftelationahlpa among objective* in tha aama domain are shown 

with straight lines in a conventional flow charting manner* -If the

standard, verbs ar* used to describe the learned capabilities tha developer 

will have little subsequent trouble la determining the type of .learning

being represented, and ha can then' start diagramming tha relationships. 

Tha intellectual skills hierarchy rsmmlna relatively the same aa described

by Gagne (1970), where problem solving is recognised as the highest 

order skill followed by rules, concepts, and-discriminations, respectively.

By looking at the major, intellectual skills for a unit the designer can 

begin a "teak analysis." Ons procedure for constructing this hierarchy 

Is to ask the following set of questions:

1) To define "Problem solving" objectives: "What problems will

the student be able to solve st the conclusion of this unit?"

2) To define "lule using" objectives: "What set of roles must 

(be learner apply (learn) la order to solve the subsequent 

problems?" 

3) To define "Concept" objectives: "What concepts (categorizations)

'most the student apply (learn) in order to-ose subsequent

roles or procedures?" 



4) To define "Discrimination" objectives; '"What discriminations 

.must a student make learn) in the process of differentiating 

between attributes of different concepts?" 

The Answers to these questions will provide the objectives for the 

Intellectual skills domain, and these objectives can be diagramed in a

hierarchical manner. Notice the use of .the work learn in parentheses

above. In the process of doing a task analysis there ere many discrimina 

tions, concepts, rules, (and other .types of behavior that the learners, 

for-whom the Instruction is being designed, are assumed to possess. For 

Instance, If we are teaching intermediate algebra we assume that the" 

student can add, multiply, subtract and divide, he can solve simple 

arithmetic .problems In a. base ten system, he can count, e.tc. The task 

analysis will not dissect the task all the way down to performing 

simple arithmetic operations because we expect the students can* recall

and use these operations since they used them in the previous course

"elementary algebra." Likewise, we don't expect to .have to teach the 

student to'read, or write numbers on paper. The task analysis, looks at

the behaviors we expect to teach in order to enable the student to

perform the particular terminal behaviors we have described. 

The task analysis for Intellectual skills, then, seldom contains a 

complete hierarchy of all the subordinate intellectual skills.' The

starting end termination points ere usually describedby the level of 

the learners and many assumptions are made* about previously acquired 

behaviors that will «affect the learning to take place. 

whether attitudes are primary or secondary to intellectual skills

10 our public, educational'institutions is a philosophical argument that 

one could not expect to answer in any simple way. However, after being 

stated as educational .goals, they are too often forgotten when It comes

to planning instruction to achieve them. Attitudinal 
 

objectives may be



specified as a sequence «Jf desired dispositions which the learner might 

exhibit thrpugh self report or actions. There are basically two approaches 

in the literature that may' be uaed in designing instruction to change 

attitudes (or formulate new onea). One is based on the information 

approach described by Estes (1972), the other on the ."behavior change" 

approach described by Bern. (1970). With regard to interrelationships 

between objectives from the different domains, Bates' approach would 

.make use of verbal Information, and Bern's approach would .interface with

intellectual, or even motor skills. 

Estes (1972) found that information about the magnitude and proba 

bility of reinforcement (even though the information may be false) can

facilitate attitude change. In this case, the learner could be supplied

with verbal Information presented in a logical manner by a credible

source, and if he "learned" this Information an attitude change would

^probably accompany it. Bern theorizes that attitudes should 'follow behavior

(1970, p. 57). Although this is not inconsistent with Bates' approach,* 

this implies attitudes of certain types, e.g., toward the subject matter

being studied, are likely to be more positive after the student has 

mastered that subject matter. This makes intuitive sense, since we

would expect someone, that could "do" statistics would be more positive 

towards it than someone didn't learn it well. If we were trying to 

facilitate attitude attainment or change by this approach we would wish

to design our" instructional system so the intellectual skills are attained 

under the most reinforcing conditions, and the subsequent use of the 

skills is designed, into the program so that * high degree of facility 

with the new skills'is attained and, maintained. The relationship between 

motor behaviors and attitudes would seem to follow the same model; 

reinforced incremental learning, successful performance of the terminal 



•kill, and maintenance of the skill.

Implications of Interdoaain Relationships. 

Much Instructional •ethodolo'gy recognizes interdonain relationships. 

For instance, the driver education student learns "the steps" in pulling

away from a -curb. Whereas the experienced driver- probably does not 

  think of the Independent steps, the learner can facilitate behavior

acquisition by "talking it though." In this case* verbal information 

serves as an' "input" for the desired learning outcome, a motor skill. 

The function served by the verbal Information is -one of providing a

cognitlv« routine for sequencing-the motor performances to be learned..

If we observe how other 'domains of educational outcomes facilitate motor 

•kills learning 'we can see that attitudes probably play a role,, in that

they affect the perseverance of a student with regard to the work

requisite to becoming proficient..-

Interaction also exists/ between types of learning from other 

domains. These interrelationships are diagramed in a matrix form la 

Figure,6 showing the inputs-or enabling objectives along one dimensioir

and the outputs or behaviors to be learned along the other. In order to

see what function "attitude behaviors" .might play in learning- "intellectual 

•kills" find altitudes oh the "input" side, of the matrix (top) and 1.8. 

on the output (left side) and follow the column and row to where they 

intersect, e.g., the function served,by developing positive attitudes,

would sees) to^be motivational in that changing an attitude .held by a 

majority, of the target audience would lead to better acceptance of 

subsequent intellectual skills instruction. The relationship between 

the attitude and the intellectual skill (course level) objective might 
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be diagrammed asshown in Figure 7. 
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This diagram inpilea that attitude change precedes attainment of the 

Intellectual skills and therefore the instruction should include methods 

and content aimed at attitude change in the orientation stage of the

course, i.e., before "skills" instruction. 

Diagramed differently as in Figure 8, the attainment of intellectual

skills is seen to be the input or competency preceding attitude change. 

In this case, according to the matrix, the.learner attains a more positive

attitude due to the development of a skill with reinforcing potential. 
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la Figure 9 a new dimension la added to the curriculum. 

Intellectual 'Attitude 
Skills Objective Objective 

Figure 9 
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The designer baa how added another competency to be attained by the

learner, i.e. the verbal ability to state something. With regard to 

changing an attitude the learner may be stating, the value of aonething, 

tha rationale for something, etc. fiera the attainment of the attitude 

is to be facilitated by two factors, tha verbal information behavior and 

the .intellectual skills, behavior. The moat efficient instructional

decision would probably be to elicit the verbal information behavior*

'first since a more positive attitude ahould facilitate attainment of the 

I.S., and since it takes far leas time for* the learner to attain the 

V.I. skill. 

Probably one of the moat common interdomain relationships encountered

by the instructional designer la that between Verbal Information, and 

Intellectual Skilla.- It la improbable that a* designer-is Interested in

the complete hierarchy of I.S. necessary to attain even a modest problem 

aolving competency. One reason might be that (here are many ways to' 

solve most problems (or classes of .problems) and Inatructionally we 

generally focua on only one pr a few approachea at one time. .Therefore, 

the course curriculum is- but one example of what "might be possible."  



Secondly, many problem solving competencies Involve the use of previously

learned problem  solving skilly, concepts, etc.- In this case it is not 

necessary to diagram the .entire hierarchy of intellectual skills, but

rather to recognise how they are being recalled and related through the

usr of verbal information. -As an example,   if the problem solving skill.

is "generate hypothesis with regard to the efficiency of two different 

instructional methodologies," the learner, must know the relationship 

between the concepts, efficiency, effectiveness and cost. He can learn 

this Relationship as verbal information, and we would expect that wbold

be enough to allow him to solve 'the problem, if he has previously learned 

the rules and concepts expressed by simple functional relationships.

-The ICM tor relating the intellectual skills and verbal information

objectives would' look like Figure10. 

Intellectual Skill
Objective 

Figure 10.

Verbal 'Information 
Objective 

In Figure 10 a verbal information objective is replacing a portion of an 

intellectual skills hierarchy, not because it doesn't exist, but rather 

because it has been learned previously and is now.being applied In a new

context with the facilitation of the newly acquired verbal Information. 

Often it is the case that a few'new Intellectual skills, and Intellectual 

skills from previous instruction are linked' in the instructional curriculum 

as shown in Figure 11. 
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Diagraming these relationships makes the assumptions of the curriculum

or instructional developer more obvious, i.e. what skills are and are

not being taught, and what skills are being transferred In. The verbal

information objectives are generally derived from asking the question, 

"What should the students be able to say or remember about this problem, 

rule, concept, etc?" If having the student memorize something serves as 

an input to an intellectual skill it may be serving a transfer function, 

in which cise it is being assumed a portion of the intellectual skills

has been previously acquired.

The process;of constructing an ICM resembles the process of writing

a computer program. There are many ways to accomplish the same ends but 

some are more efficient than others, some are easier to construct tnan 

others, etc. It is not only possible, but probable, that two persons 

given the same objectives would map them differently, for as the reader 

can see that the process Is more « set of guidelines than a scientific 

procedure. It is the author's opinion that instructional curriculum



•apping could open a new line of inquiry for the educational researcher

as a conceptual framework for Investigating different teaching methods, 

.curriculum sequence', and course content. It should help the curriculum 

.developer analyze the assumptions he aakes of the learner's prior experience.

It should be of interest to the media researcher in analyzing the effects

the delivery mode is likely to have on objectives other than Intellectual

skills. 

To date the process of instructional curriculum mapping is more 

conceptual than operationalired. It is hoped that the idea will seem 

attractive to others who might have some .insight into -technical'approaches 

to better operatlonalize the procedure. At the least thj.s author would 

enjoy dialogue on- the merits or shortfalls .of such technology and hopefully 

some wilJL wish to share their Insights into procedural development. 

WW/jc/W-3
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